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	Page 1: Q. Why shouldn't big, mature trees be topped when they are pruned?A. In a recent article published in the Journal of Arboriculture, researchers found that mature trees that have been topped were three times more likely to fail structurally than similar trees not subject to the pruning method commonly called topping.Topping (also known as heading) is defined as the drastic removal of large branches with little regard for location of the pruning cut. It is easy to recognize a tree that has recently been topped. It looks absolutely ridiculous in the landscape, like a big wooden hat rack.Topping is often done on large trees with the idea that reducing the overall size of the tree would reduce the potential for tree damage to property. The perception by homeowners is that topping improves tree health! This is exactly the opposite of what horticulturists and recognized professionals in the arboriculture industry have been promoting for years. Topping mature trees is harmful to tree health and increases the chances of tree failure and potential property damage in the future. Yet every winter we see more and more topping of mature deciduous trees in Tulare and Kings counties even by commercial tree pruning companies that should know better!Homeowners should insist that their trees be pruned with thinning cuts. Thinning is defined as removing branches at their point of origin on the tree or shortening a branch to lateral branches large enough to assume the growth. Thinning opens the foliage of a tree, reduces weight on heavy limbs, can reduce a tree's height, distributes vigor evenly throughout a tree, and helps retain the tree's natural shape.Q. My sago palm has a large cone coming up in the center of the plant. What is that?A. Sago palms are an important feature of many valley landscapes; however, they are not really related to palm trees. They are cycads and have an unusual reproductive process which is more prehistoric than most common flowering plants. Sagos reproduce when wind carries the male spores from one plant to the female inflorescence on a different plant. Large erect cones located in the center of the plant are the male flowers. The female flowers develop in the shape of a globe in the center of a different plant. Around December, bright red seedpods will develop on the female cone. Once the male and female plants have finished flowering, the cones begin to break apart and then new growth will arise from the center of the plant.
	Page 2: Sagos like well-drained soils. If water frequently ponds around the base of sagos, they succumb to root rot. Even though they will tolerate full sun, sagos look better when they are shaded from the hot afternoon sun or areas of high-reflected light so that they don't sunburn. It is not usually necessary to fertilize sago palms because they grow slowly, however slow release forms such as bone or blood meal are beneficial on occasion as is a chelated iron spray applied to the foliage in spring.Q. Can oleander compost be safely used in gardens?A. Oleander (Nerium oleander) is commonly planted in California and as such, makes its way into the green waste stream and eventually ends up in compost. A frequently asked question is, what happens to the poisonous compound in oleander (a glycoside called oleandrin)? Does it break down into non-poisonous compounds or does it remain intact?A study by UC researchers revealed that the concentration of toxic oleandrin in fresh clippings of oleander was initially high but most of the compound was gone in 3-4 months. Although there is much variability within the state, the typical composted yard waste now produced in California has been composted for 90 days.So can oleander compost be used safely in vegetable gardens, or is there a risk that vegetables will absorb some oleandrin? Researchers concluded that the toxin is unstable. It breaks down in nature and it is unlikely to be taken up by vegetable roots. Oleander compost is apparently safe for garden use, as long as you don't eat the compost.
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